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Abstract — In this work we have investigated how quantum 

resources can improve the security of a protocol for the 
authentication of classical messages, introduced by Brassard in 
1983. In that protocol, the shared key is the seed of a pseudo-
random number generator (PNG) and a hash function is used to 
create the authentication tag of a public message. We have 
started by showing that the quantum encoding of secret bits 
offers more security than the classical XOR function introduced 
by Brassard. Furthermore, we have established the conditions a 
general PNG must satisfy for our quantum-enhanced protocol to 
yield information-theoretical security. Altogether, our proposal 
represents a twofold improvement: first it offers proven 
information-theoretical security under some assumptions on the 
PNG; secondly, these assumptions are weaker than the 
requirements for the PNG in Brassard’s protocol. Additionally, 
our proposal is also more practical in the sense that it requires a 
shorter key than the classical scheme by using the pseudorandom 
bits to choose the tag’s hash function. 

 
 

Index Terms — Authentication of messages, information 
security, quantum cryptography, secure telecommunications.  
 

I. THE PROBLEM 
HE authentication of public m essages i s a fundam ental 
problem nowadays for b ipartite an d n etwork 

communications. The scenario is  the following: Alice sen ds a 
(classical) message to Bob through a publ ic channel, together 
with a p rivate au thentication tag . Th e tag  will allo w Bo b to  
verify if the m essage he recei ved via the public channel has 
been tampered with or if it is in deed th e au thentic m essage, 
originally sen t b y Alice. A third character, Eve, wants to 
sabotage t his schem e by  i ntercepting Al ice’s m essage and 
sending her own message t o B ob, t ogether wi th a fal se t ag 
which will convince Bob he is receiving the authentic message 
(see general  schem e i n Fi g. 1). For i nstance, one coul d 
imagine t hat Al ice i s sendi ng t o B ob her bank account 
number, to wh ich Bo b will tran sfer so me m oney, an d Ev e 

wants to interfere in the communication in  su ch a way th at 
Bob will receive her bank acc ount num ber believing it is 
Alice’s one, thus giving his money to Eve. 
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Fig. 1. – General scheme for our authentication problem. Alice wants to send 
a public classical message m to Bob and a pr ivate tag t that authenticates the 
message m (colour online). 

II. THE CLASSICAL SOLUTIONS 
 In 1983, G. B rassard proposed a com putationally secure 
scheme of classical authentication tags based on the sharing of 
two short secret keys, shared between Alice and Bob [1].  One 
key i s used as a seed of pseudo-random num ber generat or 
(PNG) and the other key is used to select a hash funct ion out 
of a large set. The authentication tag is then given by the XOR 
of the hash of t he m essage wi th t he pseudo-random  bi ts 
generated by the PNG. B rassard’s schem e i s i tself an 
improvement of t he W egman-Carter prot ocol [2] . The latter 
protocol offers perfect  (i nformational-theoretical) security 
using one new hash function fo r each new m essage, but this 
means that the key size grows proportionally to the number of 
messages and Alice and Bob will need to share a long list of 
indices to select the sam e hash function each tim e. Brassard’s 
scheme yields a much more practical protocol, where the 
requirements on t he seed l ength grow reasonabl y wi th t he 
number of m essages we want  t o aut henticate, as opposed t o 
the Wegman-Carter proposal. 

III. QUANTUM AUTHENTICATION  
 
In this work, we ext end B rassard’s prot ocol t o i nclude 
quantum authentication tags, which we prove can offer, under 
certain conditions, in formation-theoretical secu rity fo r th e 
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authentication of classical m essages. Ou r m ain id ea is to 
replace Brassard’s XOR operati on by a quantum  coder (QC). 
We also show t hat i t i s not  necessary  to have a separat e key 
for the choice of the hash function, as this can be done by the 
sequence of pseudo-random bi ts generat ed by  t he PNG. Our 
proposal for a quantum authentication protocol is presented in 
Fig. 2. 
 

Our protocol works i n the following way. Alice uses t he QC 
to encode t he bi ts of t he hash of t he message i n one of two 
mutually-unbiased bases [3]: 

 

 
 

according to the following public rule, depending on the value 
of each pseudo-random bit x: 

 

 
 

This quant um t ag i s t hen sent  t o B ob t hrough a quantum 
(noiseless) channel . Finally, Bob chooses t o measure this tag 
in basis Bx according to the pseudo-random  bit x and shoul d 
then obtain exactly h(m). 
The use of quantum bits for the authentication tags hides more 
information and t hus prot ects t he pseudo-random  num ber 
generator m uch better from  Eve’s attacks. In fact, we were 
able to prove the following theorem, for the case of bl ocks of 
size k [4]: 
 

Theorem 1 
 
Given a PNG with a seed of length n, let p be the probability distribution 
of a pseudo- random block of bits,  with length k, and q be the unifor m 
probability distribution. 
 
Let ρk be the density m atrix descr ibing the state of the quantum  tag 
obtained from the PNG and σk the density  matrix of the quantum  tag in 
the case we had a pur ely-random num ber generator, associated 
respectively to p and q. 
 

Let also D be the trace distance and S the von Neumann entropy. 
 

Finally, let f(k,n) and g(n) positive functions such that: 

This i mportant resul t est ablishes t he condi tions under whi ch 

Theorem 2 

 the PNG satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, then the key X in the 

 
his establishes t he condi tions on t he PNG for our quant um 
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the PNG will yield pseudo-random  quantum  tags that are 
indistinguishable from  purel y-random quant um tags. From it 
we can conclude: 
 

 
If
quantum authentication pr otocol presented in Fig. 2 is per fectly secure for 
blocks up to length k. 
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Fig. 2. – Our proposal for a quantum message authentication pr otocol using 
only a shor t key  X shar ed by  Alice and Bob.  PNG is a pseudo-random 
number generator, QC is our  qua ntum coder  and QM  the quantu m 
measurement device (colour online). 
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If x = 0 and h(m) = 0, |ψi = |0i
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